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Attribute Description
Misuse Case Name: Inappropriate disclosure
Basic path of events:
1) Fake driver arrives city centre
2) Fake driver sends request for notification of available near-by parking spaces
3) Fake driver receives notification of available near-by parking spaces
4) Fake driver views details of available near-by parking spaces
5) Fake driver arrives at notified empty parking space
Alternative path: […]
Private node: Location
Circumstance:
C1: At action 1,  posting driver arrives at a car parking location known for high crime and parking abuse.
C2: At action 2,  requesting driver (fake driver) is not a member of predefined group
…
Mitigation points:
MP1:
At action 2,  Drivers are able to change their preference to only broadcast empty parking spaces to only members of a 
predefined group (in this case, drivers will be broadcasting to a cohort of drivers they are familiar with).
MP2:
At action 4, Drivers are able to broadcast in car parks located in high crime regions using pseudonyms only understood by 
group members (Prevents fake unknown drivers from understanding drivers postings).
MP3:
At action  5, Drivers are able to change their preference to broadcast details of empty parking space using dynamic encryption 
that expires after a specified time (prevents the fake driver from holding a drivers details for longer than necessary).
Extension Points: […]
Triggers: Driver/departs arrives parking lot
Assumptions: The fake driver is able to  connect to the mobile network via smart parking device.
Preconditions: The fake driver is able to send a request for notification of available  near-by parking spaces
Mitigation guarantee: The driver is able to selectively disclose available parking spaces through the smart parking device
